
Update No. 16 from the Staff Union 

 
 
Return to Office, Phase 3 for headquarters 
  
At headquarters, this week of July sees the start of phase 3 of the return to office and the building is 
finally coming back to life. After some discordance last week, the modalities of this phase 3 have been 
the subject of certain clarifications by the administration, at the request of the Staff Union. According 
to the latter, the key words for a successful phased return are: clarity, transparency and fairness. If, at 
your level, these three criteria are not being met, then take action: ask questions, ask to see the 
updated lists of who is supposed to return, and according to which criteria, as it seems that a 
communication deficit persists. And, most importantly, if you discover on the day you return to the 
ILO that the person with whom you are sharing an office is also present (which should not be the case 
as 2 or more people sharing an office is subject to a mandatory weekly rotation), then exercise your 
right of withdrawal. 
  
An uncertain future for the Turin centre that requires our solidarity 
  
You may not know it yet: the training centre in Turin is in turmoil. Its income is based mainly on training 
and a contribution from the Italian Government. Today the income is drying up and the Centre is 
looking for solutions to survive. 
  
The Centre has therefore had to start reinventing itself by offering new products and services adapted 
to the situation and by looking for alternative sources of funding. A better employability of the Centre 
could be envisaged by the ILO itself, and we know that the administration is working on it. 
Nevertheless, a new business model must be accompanied by strong and reliable social dialogue to 
cope with the difficult situation. The staff must be involved in this new strategy. 
  
This is why the ILO Staff Union joins the Staff Union of the Turin Centre under the banner "One ILO" 
to accompany and support them in all future dealings with their administration, and calls on our ILO 
administration to do its utmost to save the Centre and all its staff, who have gone through many 
hardships during this period. 
  
UNDT decision  
  
The decision of the United Nations Dispute Tribunal (UNDT) concerning the complaint of our UN 
colleagues on the Geneva post adjustment was made public on 30 June 2020. The complaint was 
dismissed (see the judgment here).  
  
This is bad news as it now firmly puts the future of the UN common system at risk and has 
repercussions on the entire UN salary system worldwide. The Noblemaire and Flemming principles 
are in serious danger. Your Union must analyse this judgement in detail, and rapidly contact all the 
associations and unions and staff federations of the common system to discuss and decide on the next 
strategy. But it is clear that the future will not be bright, and strong struggles are to be expected. 
  
The Staff Union also expects the administration to provide information and/or communicate its 
position on this matter as soon as possible. 
 

http://www.ilostaffunion.org/2014/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/UNDT-2020-106-Abd-Al-Shakour-publication.pdf

